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The waste landing platform (waste-handling ramp) is placed in the northen area of the 
municipality of Arad, Câmpul Liniştii Street, FN (without number).The topographical survey  
was performed with the total station Leica 702, with a precision of 2 seconds, being 
represented in the Stereo Projection System 1970. The topographical work was carried out by 
using the traversing method starting from the point B66 having the coordinates X = 
529297,916 and Y = 215317,376, and for establishing the alinement  it was taken into 
consideration the point P 65 having as coordinates X = 529494,114 and Y = 215101,227. The 
traversing was closed on the starting point in order to calculate the discrepancy between the 
coordinates, its value being of 0,07 m., within the limits of the admissible tolerance of ± 0,15 
m. In order to calculate the volume of the deposited garbage offscourings it was necessary to 
establish an average hight of the  platform. It was taken into consideration the quota 0, the 
quota 110 m, a quota established through measurings, at the playing field level placed in the 
neighbourhood. The average height of the offscouring platform resulting from the calculus is 
of 3,3 m and the total resulted volume is of 462000 m3. In order to verify the resulted volume 
it was also used the process of decomposition to  simple geometric solids of the whole 
platform, the difference between the calculations being of 22000 m3, under 5 %. 
The surface ocupied by this platform is of 139932,87 m2, containing garbage, 
deposited in an unsorted way since 1998. 
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